USB GPS Receiver
The BT-821 is a high performance, Bluetooth GPS receiver that is WAAS/EGNOS enabled by default and incorporates the 20-channel SiRF III GPS chipset. Combining the BT-821’s Bluetooth wireless technology with a Bluetooth enabled devices such as Smartphones, PDA’s or laptops which support Serial Port Protocol SPP (regardless of their operating system) and your favorite navigation software (street, topo, ocean, aviation), you can create a sophisticated navigation system at a fraction of the cost of larger dedicated navigation units. The BT-821 offers up to 23 hours of continuous use from a single charge, making it the ideal GPS for extended navigation trips, whether on the road or on the trail. Battery usage is substantially decreased by having a built-in auto shut-off feature that power’s off the BT-821 after 10-minutes of no active connectivity with the host device. Should the BT-821 ever be accidentally left on when exiting a vehicle, or within a backpack, the auto shut-off feature will power-off the GPS receiver to conserve battery resources.

$47.50
www.usglobalsat.com

Ear Cure
This product is 100% natural, and works to not only maintain the cleanliness of dogs’ ears as it dewaxes, but also changes the pH in the ear canal and introduces probiotics. It contains 100% Natural ingredients known for their anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and anti-viral properties. Apple Blossom Natural’s All-Natural Ear Cleaner and Treatment for Dogs, is 100% natural, with no side effects. It works especially well for those dogs with ear conditions due to allergies. Our solution is sold in a 4 fl. oz. bottle with a twist top cap for easy use and application. Also works great for dogs with wrinkles!
Ingredients: Apple Cider Vinegar, Distilled Water, Aloe Vera, Coconut Oil, Sea Salt, Essential Oils, Grapefruit Seed Extract

$16.50
www.appleblossomnaturals.com

Dog E-collar
The Bird Dog Trainer transmitter and receiver are compact and have an extremely durable feel. The rubber coated transmitter has three separate buttons for tone, momentary and continuous stimulation. Choose the intensity level that’s right for your dog from the easy-to-use eight position wheel that lets you feel the clicks and keep your eye on the dog. The collar turns off/on by pushing a rubber coated button. A flashing light tells you that it’s on and when it needs to be recharged. A dual lead charger is included plus another with every extra collar purchased. All this, plus a limited lifetime warranty Ideal for upland hunting, training sessions, or obedience work • ½ mile plus range (up to 3/4 mile range in our field tests) • Eight levels of stimulation • Tone option • Expandable to three dogs • Also operates LCS Remote Backing Dog and LCS Universal Bird Launcher • Rechargable transmitter and receiver • Charger included

$199
www.lcsupply.com